TRTTMEET VOLUNTARY
I have decided after the war to give myself a rest from writing and
attend to my herbaceous border and keep Khaki Campbell dudb.
I'm damn well not going to be dictated to about what I write. See *
I've lost the bit of paper on which I scribbled down how I was going
to go on.
Somebody's pinched my fountain-pen and f m told they can't be got
any more.
I've changed completely, and mean to write a series of Second Sonnets
from the Portuguese, and after that become a Brahman.
I am conscious of an intangible peripatetic discontent.
I must be free, free, free.
Any of these would be preferable in place of the reason which
contains so much disrespect towards his own seriousness of motive,
combined with such sinister prognostications.
The second part of his letter supports my contention by admitting
frankly, and I think justifiably:
"So far as it went, this was my best writing/' But if, Evelyn
Waugh, this was your best writing, then this was also your most
futile decision to carry it no further. "For the world in which
and for which it was designed has ceased to exist" ? Should
circumstances allow you, when the fighting is over, to finish your
best piece of writing, then it would not matter in the slightest
what world was there to receive it. I could swear that an index
of the past great writers of every country charted with the historical
circumstances in which they wrote, would show that they did not
"design" any of their work for a* world lying ah^ad of them,
imrnutable and unchangeable. How then can you, who write
nonsense more brilliantly than any other contemporary writer,
have written in this letter nonsense so lacking not only in brilliance
but in the very point of nonsense: truth standing on its head so
that it can be caught unawares at a surprising angle ?
For even if the world in which and for which your book was
designed should cease to exist, the book itself would then all the
more essentially keep its life as a period classic. And you are
par excellence a period writer; your period of history not yet
quite "historical * because you have yourself seen and felt this
world that has "ceased to exist", instead of having to rediscover
it by research and archives. All worlds are in the process of ceasing
to exist; all writers can do no more than scoop up a little water
in the palms of their hands and then let it run out again; but few
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